NEVER USE A TRAIN TUNNEL AS A SHORTCUT.

☐ YES ☐ NO

ANSWER: YES

FOXY SHOULD WEAR A HELMET.
CONNECT THE DOTS.

I KNOW WHAT THIS MEANS... STOP FOR TRAINS!
MY OLD PAL BIRDIE IS A REAL LIFESAVER!

PLEASE STAY AWAY FROM TRAINS AND TRACKS!
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU PUT THINGS ON TRACKS?

1. COULD YOU AND THE CREW BE HURT?
   □ YES □ NO
2. COULD IT CAUSE A WRECK?
   □ YES □ NO

ANSWERS: 1. YES 2. YES
BIRDIE & SLY FOX
SAFETY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. NEVER WALK NEAR OR CLIMB ON WHAT?
2. WHAT TELLS YOU RAILROAD TRACKS ARE NEAR?
3. THEY ARE ONLY WIDE ENOUGH FOR THE TRAIN.

DOWN
4. NEVER DRIVE OR WALK AROUND THE CROSSING WHEN THEY ARE DOWN.
5. WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT TO SEE ON A RAILROAD TRACK?
6. WHAT YOU SHOULD DO IF YOU CAN HEAR THE TRAIN WHISTLE.
   ___ , LOOK AND LISTEN.
7. IF YOUR CAR STOPS ON THE TRACKS, YOU SHOULD DO THIS AND RUN AWAY!
8. TRAINS CAN'T STOP QUICKLY, SO NEVER DO THIS AROUND TRACKS.

QUESTIONS
When you're stalled on a railroad crossing... what should you do?

Circle the correct answer.

1. Wait for help
2. Listen to the radio
3. Get out fast and run away from tracks
Can playing in or around railroad cars be dangerous?

☐ Yes ☐ No